The angle α between the scattering direction and the recoil direction is measured geometrically and also this angle is obtained by the calculation using the energies of the recoil electron and the scattered gamma-ray Therefore we can select the good events of which the kinematical calculated angle is consistent with the measured one. Because of the background rejection by the angle α, the electron tracking Compton imaging fits for the MeV gamma-ray astronomy, whose serious problem is the obstruction by background.
The observation was obstructed by many backgrounds, so that the actual sensitivity was lower than the designed one.
IBIS, SPI (INTEGRAL) : Coded Aperture Imaging
The sensitivity is nearly equal to that of COMPTEL in MeV region.
Goal : All sky survey by a new detector, which has a 10 times better sensitivity than that of COMPTEL.
Electron Tracking Compton Camera (ETCC)
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The camera consists of a gaseous time projection chamber, which detects the track and energy of the recoil electron, and a scintillator, which detects the absorption point and the scattered gamma-ray energy. By the detection of the direction of the recoil electron, we can reconstruct the Compton scattering completely and obtain the fully raytraced gamma-ray image. There were several small discharges but no abnormal current.
⇒ The TPC was under the stable operation. The discharge rate increased after the launch of the balloon, and it looked constant after the Pfotzer Maximum.
⇒ We consider these discharges were caused by the primary heavy cosmic-rays, such as He or C ions. 
